
 

 

  

 

Dutch bunkerer’s acquisitions will allow it to deliver fuel to a wider range of vessels, including boxships. Bunker supplier 
Titan has bought two small-scale LNG carriers from Canadian shipowner Seapeak as it moves to expand its operations 
geographically and to larger vessels.  
Titan aims to bump up bio-LNG supply to 1 million tonnes a year by 2030 
The company said it has bought the 12,000-cbm Seapeak Unikum (ex-Vision Spirit) and Seapeak Vision (ex-Unikum Spirit, 
both built 2011) without giving any price details on the two ships. Brokers priced each ship in the mid to high-$20m range. 
Titan said it plans to retrofit the pair to make them suitable for both trading and bunkering LNG, along with bio-LNG or 
liquefied bio-methane and in the longer-term hydrogen-derived synthetic LNG or e-methane (e-LNG). After the upgrades, 
the vessels will be able to load at all major LNG terminals and perform ship-to-ship bunkering and loading operations. Titan 
fleet director Douwe de Jong said: “The team is currently specifying the upgrades and finding a suitable shipyard for the 
retrofit work.” The two Seapeak ships will join the Titan fleet in March and operate in the Mediterranean and north-western 
Europe. Titan, which declares it is committed to supplying all clean fuels that can decarbonise shipping, transport and 
industry in a substantial way as they become feasible, said the two ships will cater for an increased demand for LNG and 
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bio-LNG in these regions. “The two new additions to the fleet allow Titan to deliver fuel to a wider range of LNG-powered 
vessels, including all container ships,” the company said. The Amsterdam-headquartered bunkering specialist flagged up that 
the vessels are fitted with stainless steel cargo tanks that enable them to carry propylene, ethylene and ammonia. 
2030 ambition: Bunker provider Titan aims to switch bulk of supply to carbon-neutral fuels 
Titan said the vessels are also capable of doing “more complex projects”, including gas-up cool-down operations and 
commissioning parcels. The 12-year-old ships, which were originally ordered by IM Skaugen at AVIC Dingheng Shipbuilding 
in China and later sold to Teekay, were built with diesel engines and cannot be fuelled with LNG. Titan officials said this 
aspect of their design is “on the cards” to be addressed in future retrofits. The Dutch company, which was formerly known 
as Titan LNG, is not revealing what it paid for the ships. But it said both the purchase and the retrofit are financed by 
European financial leasing provider Sole Shipping Group through a long-term bareboat charter leasing structure. Titan owner 
and chief executive Niels den Nijs said: “A solid double-digit Ebitda in 2022 has allowed us to make this additional 
investment in our fleet. This decision aligns with Titan’s ambitious growth strategy in Europe and the Mediterranean.” The 
two multigas Seapeak vessels will boost Titan’s mixed fleet of owned and chartered vessels to seven. The company kicked 
off with its two pioneering Flexfueler LNG barges but has moved on to charter in three vessels. In late 2022, Germany 
granted a total of €62m to a partnership of three companies, including Titan, for the construction of its planned 4,200-cbm 
LNG bunker vessel newbuilding Titan Krios. The company is also planning to build the 8,000-cbm Titan Hyperion. Titan 
said it recognises that decarbonisation will require a range of solutions. But the company added that the LNG pathway to 
net-zero emissions using LNG, bio-LNG and hydrogen-derived e-methane is “a practical option available right now”. Source : 

www.tradewindsnews.com 

 
 

Another 2024-delivering newbuilding disappears from the menu , US-listed New Fortress Energy has moved in on an 
uncommitted LNG carrier newbuilding controlled by Greek shipowner Alpha Gas, booking the vessel on a long-term charter.  
New liquefaction project sanctions could soak up bulk of open LNG newbuildings  
Brokers said New Fortress has fixed one of two Alpha Gas’ 2024-delivering LNG carriers that the Greek owner has on order 
at Hyundai Samho Heavy Industries. They detailed that the as-yet-unnamed, 174,000-cbm ship, which is being fitted with 
an X-DF propulsion system, is scheduled for handover in April and has been fixed for 10 years at a rate of around 
$105,000 per day. Brokers are currently quoting three-year rates for two-stroke LNG carriers at more than $160,000 per 
day. One said New Fortress needs tonnage to lift cargoes long-haul from its planned floating LNG production units, the first 
of which is due to be put into operation by mid-2023. Neither New Fortress or Alpha Gas traditionally comment on their 
commercial business. Industry players are watching the pool of open LNG newbuildings dwindle. Fearnley LNG said this 
week: “… As we work our way towards Q2 [the second quarter] and vessels continue to get picked off, we expect the 
seasonal firming on term rates to take hold and liquidity to slowly bubble away.” In a first new quarterly LNG report, Howe 
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Robinson said there are likely less than 25 available LNG newbuildings scheduled for delivery in the period to the end of 
2026, with ongoing tenders expected to slim this number by at least six vessels. 
Maersk Broker beefs up on LNG with two key new hires for 2023 
Alpha Gas, which is part of Anna Angelicoussis’ shipping interests, has three LNG carriers on order including one of only 
two open LNG carrier newbuildings listed for delivery in 2023. The ships were originally contracted in January and July 2021 
by Russian shipowner Sovcomflot at just over $182m per vessel. At the time, all three were chartered to French energy 
major TotalEnergies. In July 2022, following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and the imposition of Western sanctions against 
Russian interests, Alpha Gas emerged as the buyer of the three under-construction LNG carrier newbuildings. At the time, a 
price of between $240m and $245m per vessel was rumoured. TotalEnergies cancelled its original charters on the LNG trio, 
leaving Alpha Gas with three open newbuildings that have early delivery positions in what has been — and continues to 
be — a strong term market. Alpha Gas currently owns eight LNG carriers, including the three on-order vessels. Two of the 
ships — the Energy Integrity and Energy Intelligence — were chartered out from their deliveries to Russia’s Gazprom 
Marketing & Trading, which is now under the control of Berlin-based SEFE Securing Energy for Europe, formerly Gazprom 
Germania. Source : www.tradewindsnews.com 

GasLog has instructed its conflicts committee to examine an offer by its parent company GasLog Partners to take the 
company private.  Private equity giant BlackRock’s Global Energy & Power Infrastructure division acquired GasLog in 2021 
and later delisted the company. In a deal worth about US$398M to Blackrock, the company is offering US$7.70 per share, 
including a US$2.33 per share special dividend to take the company off public markets. The proposal is non-binding with 
GasLog Partners adding, “There can be no assurance that any definitive documentation will be executed or that any 
transaction will materialise.” GasLog Partners is an owner-operator of 12 LNG carriers and two vessels on bareboat charters, 
with an average carrying capacity of approximately 159,000 m3. A strong LNG market has seen GasLog extend term 
charters for three ships. Over the last few months, a Shell subsidiary extended the time charter agreement of the LNG 
carrier Methane Becki Anne by five more years, terminating in 2029 and Methane Jane Elizabeth and GasLog Seattle also 
had their terms extended. A Cheniere Energy subsidiary extended Methane Jane Elizabeth’s term by another year while a 
Switzerland-based trader added 12 months to the charter of the GasLog Seattle. GasLog announced it has completed the 
sale and leaseback of 145,000-m3 steamship Methane Heather Sally for US$50M. The company also repaid US$21.7M of 
debt and lease liabilities duringQ4 2022 bringing its total repayment to US$115.7M for the year. Source : www.rivieramm.com 
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The number of ships loading liquefied natural gas (LNG) in Spain and taking it across Europe doubled in 2022 compared 
with the previous year, helping ease the energy crisis driven by Russia's invasion of Ukraine, gas grid operator Enagas said 
on Thursday. "Our plants are contributing very significantly to the energy security of other countries and from the Barcelona 
plant, especially for Italy," Enagas chief executive Arturo Gonzalo Aizpiri told reporters, adding that a total of 250 ships 
loaded LNG at Enagas plants in Spain last year. Traffic is expected to rise further after Enagas unveiled on Thursday a new 
platform at its Barcelona port regasification plant for small- and medium-sized boats to load LNG. Seeking to "maximise 
solidarity with Italy", Spain's energy minister announced in September it would adapt a jetty at the plant to increase loading 
capacity for vessels carrying gas to Italy, which has sought to reduce its reliance on Russian gas. The Energy Ministry at the 
time described those shipments as a "virtual gas pipeline" between Barcelona and Livorno, but it has not disclosed any 
traffic details. Spain has six LNG terminals it says could help supply central Europe, while another is expected to be 
operative in coming weeks. The one in Barcelona is the largest in Europe, according to Enagas. Gonzalo also said 
European Union funds could finance 30%-50% of the underwater hydrogen pipeline to be laid between Spain and France. 
The two countries have agreed to explore the possibility of building a pipeline to ship green hydrogen between Barcelona 
and Marseille at a cost of about 2.1 billion euros, Gonzalo said, while a connection between Spain and Portugal would cost 
around 350 million euros. The funding would come from that set aside by the EU for key cross-border energy infrastructure 
designated as "Projects of Common Interest". The remaining 50%-70% of the cost would be covered by the countries which 
would benefit from the project, the pipeline's future customers and fees charged to ship the gas, Gonzalo said. "It will have 
no cost for Spanish consumers," he added. The executive said the countries involved, including Germany - which expressed 
interest last month - were "advancing in the technical definition" of the project, which is being evaluated to see if it meets 
the EU's funding requirements. Enagas also unveiled the first so-called bunkering ship made in Spain that will supply LNG 
to other vessels and will be based at the Barcelona plant. It is jointly owned by Norwegian shipping company Knutsen OAS 
and will be operated by Shell. Source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 
Eni on February 1 said Damietta LNG facility in Egypt has successfully produced and loaded its 500th LNG cargo from the 
start-up of operations in 2005. Since its restart in 2021, the Damietta LNG facility exported 7.2mn metric tons of LNG. 
Damietta LNG last year produced and exported approximately 4mn mt of LNG, which is the largest volume in its almost 20-
year history. Around 60% of the total shipments from the Damietta plant were delivered to Europe. The Damietta LNG plant, 
which re-commenced production in 2021, is operated through a joint venture between Eni and Egas. Eni has been present 
in Egypt since 1954, where it operates through the subsidiary IEOC. The company is currently the country's leading producer 
with an equity production of hydrocarbons of approximately 350,000 barrels of oil equivalent/day. In 2022 Eni produced 
almost 60% of the total gas produced in the country. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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Greece’s DESFA said that seven users have reserved all of the available regasification slots in 2023 at its LNG import 
terminal located on the island of Revithoussa. DESFA’s auction process for the commitment of unloading slots and 
gasification capacity at the Revithoussa LNG terminal for the period 2023-2027 attracted “strong interest” from both domestic 
and foreign users, the firm controlled by a consortium led by Italy’s Snam said. For the year 2023, users booked all offered 

26 slots with a total quantity of 19 TWh, it 
said. In overall, 8 users participated in the 
process, while 4 domestic and 3 foreign 
users reserved the slots. Taking into 
account the auctions carried out in 2021, 4 
domestic and 3 foreign users booked 43 
slots for the unloading of 36 TWh. The 
reserved capacity for 2023 corresponds to 
80 percent of the maximum regasification 
capacity of the terminal, DESFA said. The 
strong interest in capacity follows record 
LNG imports to Greece via the Revithoussa 

facility in 2022. Greek LNG imports via the Revithoussa terminal surged to 78 LNG cargoes in 2022 due to significantly 
higher volumes from the US. The facility has one 225,000-cbm tank but DESFA also last year chartered GasLog’s 2006-
built LNG vessel, Methane Lydon Volney, to serve as a floating storage unit at the Revithoussa facility as part of plans to 
reduce the country’s dependence on pipeline natural gas coming from Russia. 
2024-2017 
Besides the 2023 slots, 5 domestic and 3 international users have reserved 40 of the 45 available slots in 2024 in order to 
unload a quantity of 32.5 TWh, according to DESFA. The reserved capacity for 2024 corresponds to 72 percent of the 
maximum regasification capacity of Revithoussa. In addition, 5 domestic and 1 foreign user reserved 30 of the total 45 
offered slots for the unloading of 25.5 TWh in 2025 while 3 domestic and 1 foreign user reserved 21 out of the 45 offered 
slots for the unloading of 16.5 TWh in 2026. For the year 2027, 1 domestic and 1 foreign user reserved 21 of the total 45 
offered slots for a total amount of 17 TWh, DESFA said. “The significant interest of users forms a favorable condition 
regarding the security of supply of the country and the wider region, given the significant increase in exports to Bulgaria and 
the wider region of South-Eastern Europe, which has been recorded in the past year,” DESFA said. Source : www.lngprime.com 
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Shell is still receiving cargoes of liquefied natural gas (LNG) from Russia under its long-term contract with Novatek, a Shell 
spokesperson said on Thursday. The world's largest LNG trader agreed a more than 20-year deal in 2015 for Novatek to 
supply around 900,000 tonnes per annum from the Yamal LNG plant in Siberia. Shell said in 2022 it would exit all its 
Russian operations, including a major LNG plant in the Sakhalin peninsula in the eastern flank of the country after Russia 
invaded Ukraine. The energy giant said it would write down as much as $5 billion following its decision to exit Russia. Other 
companies that exited their operations in Russia included BP and Norway's Equinor, while France's Total said would 
continue to ship LNG from Russia as long as there were no European sanctions on the fuel. Although Europe has introduced 
widespread sanctions against Moscow, gas is not covered by them. Russian gas exports to Europe via pipelines plummeted 
to a post-Soviet low in 2022, with Europe accusing Russia of restricting supplies and Moscow blaming the impact of 
sanctions. A major pipeline was also damaged by mysterious blasts. However, Russia supplied Europe with some 17 million 
tonnes of LNG in 2022, up about 20% from 2021, Refinitiv Eikon data show. Novatek, Russia's largest LNG producer, 
provided most of the supplies, having shipped 20.8 million tonnes from the Yamal LNG project - including to other 
customers - and 700,000 tonnes from Kriogaz-Vysotsk on the Baltic Sea, according to Refinitiv Eikon. On Thursday, Shell 
said it made a record $40 billion profit in 2022, capping a tumultuous year in which a surge in energy prices allowed it to 
hand shareholders unprecedented returns. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

U.S. exports of liquefied natural gas (LNG) declined 5% to 6.84 million tonnes in January compared to the prior month as 
cold weather boosted domestic demand and as producers sent less gas to European customers, Refinitiv Eikon data showed 
on Wednesday. A cold snap hitting the United States is expected to modestly impact gas supply balances in the coming 
weeks, even amid bearish scenarios of tight dry gas supplies, according to analyst Ade Allen from consultancy Rystad 
Energy. A total of 95 cargoes carrying LNG departed last month from U.S. ports mainly bound for customers in Europe, 
which received 68% of exports. Asia took 23% of total, according to the data. In December, U.S. LNG exports had increased 
to 7.22 million tonnes as producers made an effort to supply as much as possible to Europe. Clients there took 79% of total 
exports that month. More gas available to domestic customers has contributed to low gas prices. U.S. gas futures traded on 
Wednesday at the Henry Hub delivery site at a 21-month-low of $2.52 per million British thermal units. "Even with the 
recent forecast for a cold blast in early February, we foresee Henry Hub prices struggling to find upward momentum," Allen 
said in a note to clients this week. Delays to restart the second-largest U.S. LNG plant, Freeport LNG, after a fire have also 
created limitations to export the superchilled gas since mid-2022. Freeport LNG on Tuesday asked U.S. regulators for 
approval to supply natural gas to one of the three idled units at its Texas plant, a milestone in efforts to restore production 
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after a seven-month outage. Federal officials had barred the producer from resuming output until they could complete an 
extensive safety evaluation. Allen and other analysts believe it could be months before Freeport LNG's three units are in full 
production. Once the facility restarts, there are no other new LNG export sites due to go online this year, which had not 
happened since 2016. "After one of the tightest gas markets of the last decade in 2022, the stage is set for one of the most 
oversupplied markets we've seen in years," consultancy RBN Energy said. source : www.naturalgasworld.com

Freeport LNG has requested authorisation from the US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) to return its Loop 1 
LNG system to service, which would give it the ability to dock and load LNG ships from its Dock 1 LNG berth. In a February 
2 filing with the commission, Freeport noted that approvals had been received in late January to begin cooldown operations 
of the Loop 1 LNG transfer piping and reinstate its boil off gas (BOG) management systems, both of which have progressed 
“safely and successfully.” “As final cooldown and re-inventorying of LNG within the Loop 1 piping is obtained, initial LNG 
circulation and normal pump operation can be established,” Freeport notes in its filing. “At that point, Freeport will be in a 
position to recommence normal LNG ship dockage and loading operations out of its Dock 1 LNG berth.” Initial loading from 
Dock 1 will allow for the creation of inventory space in tanks 1 and 2, it said, in anticipation of receiving agency 
authorisations to return Train 3 to commercial operations. “Freeport notes that any authorization pursuant to this request will 
be limited to LNG circulation in Loop 1 and the ability to dock and load LNG ships from its Dock 1 LNG berth,” the filing said. 
“A subsequent approval will be necessary to transition (Train 3) into full, commercial operations.” Freeport has asked that 
FERC respond to its latest request by February 3. source : www.naturalgasworld.com 

 

 

Peru LNG’s 4.45 mtpa liquefaction plant at Pampa Melchorita has shipped five cargoes in January, one shipment more 
when compared to the month before, according to state-owned Perupetro. Perupetro’s data shows that four shipments were 
sent to South Korea and one to the UK during January. The shipments equal about 355,213 tonnes. The LNG plant may 
have sent one more cargo in January as the last vessel departed on January 26. Perupetro usually enters data a few days 
after the shipment. In January 2022, the LNG terminal shipped one cargo on January 31 for a total of six shipments during 
the month. In total, the LNG plant sent 702 LNG cargoes since 2010, the data shows. US-based Hunt Oil holds a 50 
percent operating stake in the Pampa Melchorita LNG plant, while SK and Marubeni have 20 percent and 10 percent, 
respectively. LNG giant Shell also holds a 20 percent stake and takes all the volumes produced at the facility. source : 

www.lngprime.com 
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Jera has started commercial operations at its combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) Anegasaki thermal power station new unit 
1, it said on February 1. The plant has a generating capacity of approximately 650 MW and will contribute to a stable 
electricity supply, Jera said. Last year, Jera decommissioned four gas-fired units at the Anegasaki station in the Chiba 
prefecture. These units were built between December 1967 and September 1972. Jera is building three new gas-powered 
units at the station. Unit 2 and unit 3 are expected to come online in April and August, respectively. Old units 5 and 6 are 
operating as usual.  source : www.naturalgasworld.com 
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